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ABSTRACT. A simple, empirical, volume-explicit equation of state (EOS) is devel-
oped for use in describing the volumetric properties of materials that exhibit large
thermal expansivities and strongly non-linear, pressure-dependent compressibilities.
Existing and commonly used EOS expressions, like the Universal and Birch-
Murnaghan equations, develop singularities at critical values of temperature and
pressure that prevent the calculation of derived thermodynamic properties for this
class of substances. The proposed EOS reduces to a simple polynomial form at
low-pressure; this form is utilized in the literature to describe the properties of silicate
melts at 105 Pa. At high-pressures, the proposed EOS can be parameterized to yield a
finite, non-zero volume limit, unlike other formulations. Thermodynamic properties
can be calculated using the proposed EOS without the need for iterative solutions and
all derivative and integral representations of the equation are analytic.

A detailed example is developed demonstrating how the proposed EOS can be
utilized in modeling the Gibbs free energy of amorphous silica at elevated temperature
and pressure. The thermodynamic model described in the example accounts for
vibrational contributions to the energy of the system as well as configurational effects
arising from increases in the coordination number of Si with temperature and
pressure. Vibrational contributions are modeled at elevated pressure by the proposed
EOS. Configurational contributions are described by a simple associated solution
model for the entropy of mixing. Parameters are calibrated from molecular dynamical
simulations of the configurational and volumetric properties of amorphous silica. The
calibration is used to calculate the phase diagram of silica to 3000 K and 15 GPa, which
compares quite favorably with experimental data on melting.

introduction

An equation of state (EOS) embodies a quantitative functional relationship
between the volumetric properties of a phase and its specified composition, tempera-
ture (T ) and pressure (P ). Such a relation allows for estimates of density to be made at
elevated T and P as well as all derivative and integral properties of the volume. In
conjunction with measurements or model values of the zero-pressure heat capacity, an
EOS permits calculation of all thermodynamic state functions at elevated temperatures
and pressures. The ability to quantify the thermodynamic properties of silicate melts at
elevated pressure is essential for a detailed understanding of the generation of
magmas. Estimates of melt-productivity and melt-buoyancy as functions of T, P and
bulk composition are critical quantities that constrain geophysical models of melting
and melt-transport. Consequently, an accurate, robust and comprehensive EOS is
fundamental to any quantitative analysis of magma production in the Earth and
related planetary bodies.

In this paper, a new functional form for an EOS of molten silicate liquids is
developed. The proposed EOS is designed for application over a wide range of melt
compositions and for use at pressures from reference conditions (Pr , that is 105 Pa) to
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approximately 100 GPa. In subsequent contributions, the parameters of this EOS will
be calibrated from extensive data available on reference pressure properties (Ghiorso
and Kress, 2004, hereafter Part II), fusion curves of silicate minerals (Ghiorso, 2004a,
hereafter, Part III), molecular dynamical simulations of liquid properties [this paper;
Ghiorso 2004a, 2004b (hereafter Part IV)], and experimental data on melt densities at
high P derived from both static and dynamic (shock wave) measurements (Ghiorso,
2004a, 2004 b). In a subsequent contribution, the proposed EOS will be utilized in the
construction of a thermodynamic model suitable for the description of melting
relations in the Earth’s mantle at pressures up to those corresponding to the base of
the transition zone.

In formulating an EOS for a phase of variable composition and structure, like a
multicomponent silicate liquid, consideration must be given to a number of factors
that are not a concern in the development and calibration of an EOS for isostructural
stoichiometric solids. First and foremost is the issue of mixing relations. How will the
parameters of the EOS be specified as a function of composition? In the case of silicate
liquids, the development of mixing relations is thwarted by an inadequacy of experimen-
tal data, especially at elevated pressure. If progress is to be made in developing an EOS
that may be used to describe natural composition liquids, some simplification must be
adopted that both captures the first order features of existing experimental observa-
tions and lends itself to extrapolation to chemical systems and physical conditions not
represented by measurement. Whatever EOS is adopted for describing the volumetric
properties of silicate liquids, the parameters of that EOS must vary smoothly and
consistently from one composition to the next, and to be practical, this compositional
variation must be predictable by a suitably simple algorithm. Most importantly,
whatever algorithm is chosen to specify the mixing relations, the model parameters
must satisfy the thermodynamic constraints embodied in the Gibbs-Duhem relation,
that is, the cross-partial derivatives of the chemical potentials of components in the
liquid with respect to composition must be equivalent – a requirement derived from
the fact that the Gibbs free energy is a function of state (Prigogene and Defay, 1954).
Arbitrary and independent mixing relations applied to EOS parameters that are meant
to describe a thermodynamic quantity (for example, bulk modulus or its derivatives)
may not satisfy the Gibbs-Duhem requirement unless particular care is taken in
specifying the functional form of these relations.

A second consideration that is not a principal concern for solids but enters into
the formulation of an EOS for condensed fluids is the issue of variation in the
structural state of the material. At issue in silicate melts is the change in melt structure
with T, P and composition, which develops in liquids mainly from the absence of
long-range order. It is well known that volume, thermal expansion, bulk modulus, et
cetera, differ across polymorphic transitions in minerals and that compositional varia-
tion in mineral solid solutions can induce structural phase transitions. Although
equivalent structural transformations in liquids are generally not first order (Tanaka,
2000), nevertheless the variation in thermodynamic properties that derives from the
transformation must be accounted for. Generally, these contributions are considered
to be configurational in origin, while the changes in thermodynamic properties that take
place in isostructural materials are termed vibrational. Dominance of either contribu-
tion to the thermodynamic quantity of interest depends largely on the “narrowness” of
the structural transition, that is, the temperature, pressure or compositional interval
over which the transformation occurs. An EOS can be formulated to account for both
configurational and vibrational contributions to the volume, but such formulations are
necessarily complex, and there are more intuitive thermodynamical methods, which
account explicitly for configurational entropy, that are better suited for modeling the
non-vibrational contribution. One such method, based upon associated solution
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theory, will be developed later in this paper as an example for utilizing the proposed
EOS on a silicate liquid that undergoes change in coordination of silicon with respect
to oxygen as a function of T and P. In this paper a functional form for a liquid EOS will
be derived on the assumption that it accounts solely for vibrational contributions to the
volumetric properties of the system. This assumption permits the adoption of a
number of simplifying features without necessarily compromising the utility of the
resulting model. In Part IV it will be shown how this assumption permits EOS-parameter-
mixing relations to be developed that are both simple and that satisfy the Gibbs-
Duhem requirement on the Gibbs free energy of the multicomponent liquid.

This paper deals with the following topics. Existing EOS models for silicate melts
are reviewed and their deficiencies noted. Requirements of a silicate liquid EOS are
stated and a suitable expression is derived. Characteristics of the proposed EOS are
examined in (1) a simple application of the T and P dependence of the thermody-
namic properties of an “isostructural” liquid, and (2) a more complex and realistic
application of the EOS to a liquid undergoing coordination changes as a function of
both T and P. In the course of development of the second example, it is demonstrated
how to combine the proposed EOS with an associated solution model for the melt in
order to account for configurational contributions to the volumetric properties. An
appendix is provided with expressions for all the derivative and integral thermody-
namic functions of state that may be needed to apply the proposed EOS in practice.

Current Models and Calibrations for the Liquid State
Two EOS formulations are commonly applied to silicate melts. The first involves a

polynomial or Taylor expansion of the volume (V ) in pressure, usually truncated at
second order, for example,

V ! V0!ni, T " " V1!ni, T " # !P $ Pr" " V2!ni, T " # !P $ Pr"
2 (1)

where the coefficients of the expansion are taken to be simple functions of composi-
tion (ni) and temperature. This EOS has been utilized for parameterization of
experimental data on melting curves (Ghiorso and Sack, 1995), for the analysis of
ferric-ferrous equilibria in melts at 105 Pa (Kress and Carmichael, 1991), and for
calculation of phase equilibria involving multicomponent silicate melts at pressures
less than 2 GPa (Ghiorso and Sack, 1995).

The second most commonly applied EOS for silicate melts is the Birch-
Murnaghan equation, which has had enormous success as a means of systematizing
and extrapolating the P-V-T relations of minerals and the bulk properties of many
other substances of geophysical interest. Application of this EOS to silicate liquids has
been popularized by researchers focused on the analysis of fusion curves of simple
silicate minerals (for example, Herzberg, 1987a, 1987b; Lange and Carmichael, 1987;
Lange, 2003). The Birch-Murnaghan EOS has also been utilized to interpret experimen-
tal constraints on liquid density at high pressure (for example, Rigden and others,
1984; Stixrude and Bukowinski, 1990; Saxena and others, 1993; Agee, 1998; Fabrich-
naya and others, 2004) and Ghiorso and others (2002) applied this EOS to the
calculation of thermodynamic properties of multicomponent silicate liquids at pres-
sures up to 3 GPa. The functional form of the Birch-Murnaghan EOS is derived from
the Eulerian finite-strain theory of solids (Birch, 1939, 1952; Anderson, 1989). The
equation most commonly used corresponds to a particular case of the general
pressure-strain expansion that is truncated to third order:

P !
3
2 K!"V0

V #7/3

$ "V0

V #5/3$%1 $
3
4 !4 $ K #"!"V0

V #2/3

$ 1$& (2)
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where V0 is the volume at zero pressure, K is the isothermal bulk modulus,1 and K # is
dK/dP. As will be shown below, both equations (1) and (2) can be problematic when
applied as an EOS for silicate melts.

Use of the Taylor expansion form of the liquid EOS (eq 1) is motivated mainly by
its success in describing low-pressure experimental results. Generally, temperature
dependence of the volume is accommodated by assuming linear behavior in the
low-order coefficients, as

V ! V0,Tr!ni " "
dV0

dT !ni " # !T $ Tr " " !V1,Tr!ni " "
dV1

dT !ni " # !T $ Tr "$
$ !P $ Pr " " V2!ni " # !P $ Pr "

2 (3)

The mixing relations are usually described by linear functions, for example, Vm,Tr
(ni ) %

¥niv!m,i,Tr
, where ni denotes the moles of component i and v!m,i,Tr

are constants
parameterized from experimental data. The observation that linear mixing relations
are sufficient to describe the vast majority of experimental measurements of melt
density and sound speed at 105 Pa is both remarkable and convenient, and although
important exceptions to the linear mixing “rule” occur in alkali-rich, Ti-bearing melts
(Liu and Lange, 2001) and CaO-rich liquids in the CaO-Al2O3-SiO2 system (Courtial
and Dingwell, 1995), linear mixing accounts for experimental observations on multi-
component “magmatic” composition melts to within the accuracy of measurement
(Lange and Carmichael, 1990). The simplicity that this approximation brings to the
implementation of equation (3) for magmatic composition liquids is enormously
compelling and would motivate its use as a liquid EOS were it not for the poor manner
in which the expression extrapolates at elevated pressure. As P becomes very large V
becomes unbounded and the only way to dampen this behavior is to modify equation
(3) with additional higher order terms in P. The polynomial expansion is simply not
suited to the exercise of extrapolating measurements made at low pressure to higher P
conditions when there is a dearth of experimental data at elevated pressure. This
drawback essentially precludes the use of equation (3) (or variants of it) as an EOS for
silicate melts at P & 2 GPa (Ghiorso and Sack, 1995).

Use of the Birch-Murnaghan EOS (eq 2) for silicate liquids is aimed directly at
addressing this deficiency. It is apparent from examination of equation (2) that as P
trends to very high pressure, the volume must trend asymptotically to zero. Conse-
quently, V(P ) curves may be extrapolated meaningfully in P with estimates of only
three parameters, V0, K, and K #. The principal question in utilizing the Birch-
Murnaghan EOS is how to parameterize temperature-dependence in the model
equation. One approach commonly utilized (for example, Saxena and others, 1993;
Ghiorso and others, 2002; Fabrichnaya and others, 2004) is to incorporate the
temperature-dependence by making the model parameters V0 and K functions of T.
Two problems with this approach emerge in practice. First, if K # is treated as a
constant, then it is easy to show that2

2V0

'K
'T ! K

'V0

'T (4)

must hold. By replacing 'K/'T with the thermodynamic identity

1The isentropic bulk modulus may be utilized in other applications of the Birch-Murnaghan equation,
as for example in the analysis of shock compression data.

2Start with ('/'T )('V/'P ) % ('/'P )('V/'T ) and insert the definition of K [( )V/('V/'P )]
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'K
'T !

K
V

'V
'T "

K 2

V
'2V

'T 'P

a required relation is obtained that must be supported by experimental observation

'2V0

'T 'P !
1

2V0

'V0

'T
'V0

'P (5)

Equation (5) in fact does not hold for silicate melts (Kress and Carmichael, 1991), and
if K # is treated as constant, this violation introduces an inconsistency which ultimately
leads to a violation of Maxwell’s relations (exactness criteria) involving the second
partial derivatives of the Gibbs free energy.

The second problem alluded to in the previous paragraph relates again to the
issue of constant K #, but here the focus is on the value of K # required to describe the
pressure dependence of the compressibility in molten silicate liquids. Analysis of
silicate fusion curves and high-P density data (for example, Herzberg, 1987a, 1987b;
Agee, 1998) reveal that values of K # on the order of 10 to 12 are necessary to account
for the rapid increase in K (or equivalently a decrease in melt compressibility) with
increasing pressure above 105 Pa. Unfortunately, such large values of K # exceed the
theoretically valid range over which the 3rd order Birch-Murnaghan EOS may be
applied (3.8 * K # * +8, Hofmeister, 1993). Poirer and Tarantola (1998) attempt to
address this deficiency by re-deriving Birch’s expression utilizing the Hencky or
logarithmic strain. Their resulting isothermal EOS is valid for a much wider numerical
range of K #.

One possible approach to using the Birch-Murnaghan EOS on silicate melts of
moderate K #, is to avoid the inconsistencies generated by treating V0 and K (or possibly
even K #) as functions of T, and take these parameters to be constants for a particular
reference temperature (Tr ). The model-derived pressure (PTr

) from equation (2) is then
corrected using the relation

P ! PTr " ,K!T $ Tr " (6)

where , is the thermal coefficient of expansion. Equation (6) embodies the “so-called”
thermal pressure correction (Anderson, 1984, 1995), which has been shown to work
reasonably well for a variety of solids and is incorporated into a number of EOS
formulations. In particular, Stixrude and Bukowinski (1990) utilize the thermal
pressure correction to the third-order Birch-Murnaghan EOS to parameterize the
thermodynamic properties of silicate melting phase diagrams to pressures up to 100
GPa. Schlosser and others (1989) develop a similar method and apply it to the pressure
dependence of the melting of metals. Despite these successes, there remains a
difficulty with using equation (6) in conjunction with Birch-Murnaghan in that the
combination leads to singularities in derivative thermodynamic functions of state for
moderate degrees of expansion. The analysis supporting this claim proceeds as follows.
Rewriting equations (2) and (6) as

P ! 3Kf !1 " 2f "5/2!1 $
3
2 f !4 $ K#"$ " ,K!T $ Tr " (7)

where f % 1
2 [(V0/V )2/3 ) 1], and forming the isothermal pressure derivative of f,

results in the relation

'f
'P !

-

2 "V0

V #2/3

!
2

3K!1 " 2f "3/2.2 $ 2!5 $ 3K #"f " 27!K # $ 4"f 2/
(8)
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where - is the isothermal compressibility [)(1/V)('V/'P)]. The right-hand-side of
equation (8) is singular (and consequently - becomes infinite) at the roots of the
polynomial enclosed by the square brackets. These roots are given by

f !
1
2 !"V0

V #2/3

$ 1$ !
!5 $ 3K #" % ' 241 $ 84K# " 9K #2

27!K # $ 4"
(9)

A plot of this relation between expansion and K # is provided in figure 1, where for
example it can be seen that for a K # of 8, an expansion of roughly 17 percent leads to a
singularity in the compressibility (which is preceded by a rapid rise in -). An argument

Fig. 1. Feasible solution region for the 3rd order Birch-Murnaghan EOS modified for the “thermal
pressure” correction. The curve separating the fields of inferred positive and negative compressibility (-)
denotes a locus of singular solutions given by equation (9) where - approaches 01 as K # increases and -
approaches –1 as K # decreases. Note that ordinal values less than unity imply expansion, and consequently
this singular condition is only realized in practice when the EOS is utilized to calculate Gibbs free energies at
high T and low P (see inset and discussion in the text).
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could be made that the EOS would never be used for the case of V & V0 , but that
argument is spurious. For the purposes of thermodynamic calculations, the volume
and all of its derivatives must be defined over the entire T-, P-rectangular region
bounded by the coordinates (Tr , Pr), (T, Pr), (Tr , P ), and (T, P ) (see inset in fig. 1).
This procedure is necessary in order that the line integral of the differential of the
Gibbs free energy,

GT,P $ GTr,Pr ! (
2r

2 ")S
dT
d2

" V
dP
d2 #d2

be defined for an arbitrary integration path [T(2), P(2)]. As the Gibbs free energy is an
exact function, any arbitrary path of integration from (Tr , Pr) to (T, P ) must yield the
same result, so if the integral is undefined because the integrand becomes singular
along some particular path through T-P space, the integral must be undefined for all
paths through T-P space. Consequently, the singular behavior exhibited by the
“thermal pressure” modification of the Birch-Murnaghan equation (for example, fig.
1) renders it unsuitable as a thermodynamic EOS although it remains a legitimate means
of calculating volumetric quantities within the feasible portion of T-P space. For tempera-
tures considerably above the reference state, and for liquids with large thermal
coefficients of expansion, it is not unusual to encounter volume expansions that
approach the thermodynamically invalid region of figure 1. Apparently, Stixrude and
Bukowinski (1990) never tested a parameter combination of K # and thermal expan-
sion that fell outside the feasible region. They probably never tested this combination
because they did not have the opportunity to analyze data for alkali silicate liquids or
for stoichiometric orthosilicate liquids (for example, Mg2SiO4 or Fe2SiO4), where
infeasible parameter combinations are more likely to occur (Ghiorso, 2004a).

From the above discussion of the limitations and difficulties of applying both a
simple Taylor expansion EOS and the Birch-Murnaghan EOS, it is worth exploring the
applicability of other EOS formalisms to the silicate melts problem before embarking
on an entirely new approach. Because of its enormous success in describing the
properties of many condensed phases to very high pressure (Hama and Suito, 1996)
and because its application requires values of only four parameters, all of which can be
obtained from low-pressure experimental measurements, the Universal EOS of Vinet
and coworkers (Vinet and others, 1986, 1987) is worth serious consideration.

The Universal EOS has the form

P !
3K!1 $ x"e3!1)x "

x 2 " ,K!T $ Tr " (10)

where 3 and x are defined as

3 !
3
2 !K# $ 1" (11)

and

x ! "V
V0
#1/3

(12)

Model parameters of the Universal EOS (V0, ,, K, K#) are treated as constants with
values obtained from low-pressure experiments. The first term in the Universal EOS is
derived from a generalized bonding potential function. The second term is simply the
thermal pressure correction (eq 6) to the reference temperature potential. Equation
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(10) is valid under T, P conditions corresponding to compression but like the
Birch-Murnaghan EOS, fails for critical values of expansion. This failure is easy to
demonstrate by differentiating equations (10) and (12) to examine the functional
form of 'V/'T,

'V
'T ! 3V0x 2

'x
'T ! )

3V0,x 5

3e3!1)x".3x 2 " !1 $ 3"x $ 2/
(13)

which has a singularity at the root of the polynomial 3x 2 0 (1 ) 3)x ) 2, given by

"Vcrit

V0
#1/3

! xcrit !
3 $ 1 % ' 32 " 63 " 1

23
(14)

Solutions to equation (14) are plotted in figure 2 where it can be seen that, like the

Fig. 2. Feasible solution region for the Universal EOS. The curve separating the accessible from the
inaccessible region denotes a locus of singular solutions given by equation (14) where ,T,P approaches 41.
Ordinal values greater than unity imply expansion, and as in the EOS evaluated in figure 1, this singular
condition is only realized in practice when the EOS is utilized to calculate Gibbs free energies at high T and
low P (see inset and discussion in the text).
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Birch-Murnaghan EOS, the singular behavior in the Universal EOS precludes evalua-
tion of the volume at temperatures corresponding to moderate values of expansion (at
high values of K #). This behavior in turn prevents evaluation of the pressure integral of
the Gibbs free energy, which requires that the volume function be defined everywhere
along the path (T, Pr ) 3 (T, P ). Although this behavior is seldom a difficulty in
application to solids (where , values are small and K values are large), for silicate
liquids, which characteristically have , about an order of magnitude greater (at Pr)
than for solids, the infeasible region is more often encountered. Consequently, as a
generally applicable functional form for silicate liquids, the Universal EOS falls deficit.

A survey of a variety of alternate EOS formulations developed for solids and simple
liquids point to similar deficiencies. The models of Stacy and others (1981), Kumari
and Dass, (1986, 1990a, 1990b, 1991, 1993), Schlosser (1990; Schlosser and Ferrante,
1988a, 1988b, 1989; Schlosser and others, 1989), Parsafar and Mason (1994), Baonza
and others (1995), Kaufman and Schlosser (1995), Hama and Suito (1996), Taravillo
and others (1996), Kuchhal and others (1997), and Poirier and Tarantola (1998) all
involve a thermal pressure correction of some kind or are formulated to deal only with
the isothermal case.

Given the failure of the polynomial expression (eq 1) in extrapolation, and the
potential pitfalls associated with adding temperature dependence in the Birch-
Murnaghan and Vinet models, there is clearly incentive to develop an EOS formula-
tion better suited to the particular P-V-T behavior of silicate liquids.

requirements of a general liquid eos
The objective is to develop an EOS for silicate melts with the following characteris-

tics and constraints:

• The EOS must embody a relation between V, T and P that permits calculation of V
under any T, P conditions, including expansion.

• The EOS must provide a flexible enough functional form to capture the rapid
decrease in - with increasing P at low pressures.

• The EOS must exhibit limiting behavior at high pressure in order to (1) account
for experimental results observed in shock compression studies (for example,
Rigden and others, 1984) and (2) facilitate the extrapolation of low-P measure-
ments to high-P conditions.

• The EOS must reduce in the low-pressure limit to the simple “polynomial-like”
functions that have been used to successfully model experimental data at 105 Pa.

• The EOS should have simple mixing relations because silicate melts seem to
exhibit this behavior at low-pressure and because of the desire to minimize the
number of adjustable parameters needed to describe the V-T-P relations of
complex melts at elevated pressure.

• The EOS should have analytic integrals and derivatives so that closed form
expressions for thermodynamic state functions may be derived from it.

• The EOS should attempt to account only for the T and P dependence of the
volumetric properties of liquids of constant structural configuration. In other
words, the EOS should correspond to a standard state of unit activity of a
hypothetical silicate liquid of specified composition and structure at any T and P.

Pressure Dependence
A procedure to construct an EOS that meets these requirements is followed by

generalizing the low-P polynomial EOS (eq 1) as a 4th-order Taylor expansion of the
volume about the reference pressure (hereafter, 105 Pa):

V ! V0 " V1!P $ Pr " "
V2

2 !P $ Pr "2 "
V3

6 !P $ Pr "3 "
V4

24 !P $ Pr "4 (15)
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The coefficients of equation (15) correspond to the 0th to the 4th order pressure
derivatives of the volume at Pr . Although convenient from the standpoint of physical
interpretation and ease of manipulation, as an EOS, equation (15) is unacceptable
because it extrapolates poorly in pressure (see above). This situation can be rectified
however, by constructing an approximation to equation (15) that has the functional
form of the ratio of two polynomials. If both of these polynomials are of the same
order, then the limit of the transformed function at high P will be bounded. A suitable
transformation is the Padé Approximant (Baker and Graves-Morris, 1996) of equation
(15), which is given by

V !

V0 " !V1 " V0a "!P $ Pr " " "V2

2 " V1a " V0b#!P $ Pr "2

1 " a !P $ Pr " " b !P $ Pr "2 (16)

where the parameters a and b are defined as

a !

V2V3 $
1
2 V1V4

2V1V3 $ 3V 2
2 (17)

b !

1
4 V2V4 $

1
3 V 3

2

2V1V3 $ 3V 2
2 (18)

The parameters of equation (16) can be directly related back to the original physically
meaningful Taylor expansion coefficients, for example,

V3 ! )3!2bV1 " aV2" (19)

V4 ! 12!a2V2 " 2abV1 $ bV2" (20)

but the functional form of equation (16) allows for smooth and bounded extrapola-
tion to high-pressure; the volume behaves as a quadratic polynomial in pressure that is
dampened by the denominator so that at high-P the ratio of the two polynomials
approaches an asymptotic limit. To this end, the order of truncation of the Taylor
expansion of V in equation (15) was chosen to give the Padé Approximant the desired
characteristics, namely quadratic pressure-dependence in both the numerator and the
denominator, as the sum of the order of both polynomials of this rational function
must be the order of the original polynomial expansion.

Temperature Dependence
Development of the proposed liquid EOS is completed by generalizing equation

(16) to include temperature dependence. The most direct approach is to make each of
the Taylor expansion coefficients, V0, V1, V2, V3, and V4 functions of T, and therefore
also the derived parameters a and b. The major difficulty with this approach is that
experimental data are only available on the temperature dependence of V0 and V1 (see
Part II) while that for the other Taylor expansion coefficients must be inferred. In an
effort to minimize the number of parameters that must be fitted or estimated in order to
utilize the proposed EOS, the following assumptions regarding temperature dependence

will be made. The parameter V2 "'2V
'P 2 )

Pr

#will be assumed to be independent of T as will the

parameters a and b. The latter assumption requires that V3 and V4 exhibit a temperature-
dependence related to that of V1 via the relations (19) and (20).
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The functional form of the temperature dependence of V0 and V1 should be
simple; experimental observations suggest that a straightforward linear dependence
on T is justified. However, an expression of the form

V0,T ! c " d !T $ Tr " (21)

implies that the thermal coefficient of expansion,

,T !
1

V0,T

'V0,T

'T (22)

has a temperature dependence

',T

'T ! )! d
c " d !T $ Tr "$2

(23)

that requires a decrease with increasing T. Although there is no thermodynamic
requirement that is violated by this condition, the behavior is unusual in solids
(Anderson, 1995) and is generally associated with some structural transformation.
Generalizing equation (21) to include a term like e(T ) Tr )2 will allow for both
positive and negative ',/'T, but this term introduces an additional parameter that is
poorly constrained from available experimental data.

In order to avoid these difficulties and in order to keep the number of parameters
at an absolute minimum, the following temperature dependence is adopted for V0 in
the proposed EOS

V0,T ! V0,Tre
,!T)Tr" (24)

where V0,Tr
is the melt volume and , is the thermal expansion coefficient, both

evaluated at Tr and Pr . The form for the temperature-dependence of V1 will be
motivated by the experimental calibration of this quantity in Part II. At this point it
should be noted that a temperature-dependence to V1 is required, but for now its
functional form is left unspecified.

proposed eos
Summarizing the arguments and assumptions of the previous paragraphs, equa-

tion (16) may be rewritten to provide an expression for V(T, P)

V !

V0,T " !V1,T " V0,Ta "!P $ Pr " " "V2

2 " V1,Ta " V0,T b#!P $ Pr "2

1 " a !P $ Pr " " b !P $ Pr "2 (25)

Various thermodynamic state functions are developed from this expression in the
Appendix. Below, some comments are made regarding general features of this EOS
and limiting behavior. Following that, a detailed example using equation (25) to
describe the volumetric properties of a real liquid is developed. The issue of develop-
ing mixing algorithms for parameter values in the proposed EOS will be taken up in
Parts II and IV.

discussion and application to simple liquids
In figure 3A comparison is drawn between the pressure dependence of V, K and

K # along a 1400 °C-isotherm for four different EOS forms: the 3rd order Birch-
Murnaghan EOS, the Universal EOS, the EOS proposed in this paper, and the
equivalent 4th order polynomial representation of the volume. All four are evaluated
for the case of CaMgSi2O6 liquid (parameters listed in table 1). A K # of 4.6 is chosen for
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Fig. 3. Comparison of V(P ), K(P ) and K #(P ) relations for four EOS forms discussed in this paper: the
3rd order Birch-Murnaghan EOS (BM), the Universal EOS, the EOS proposed in this paper, and the
equivalent polynomial Taylor expansion expression. Parameters correspond to CaMgSi2O6 composition
liquid and are tabulated in table 1. The proposed EOS is calibrated to mimic the Universal EOS over the
pressure range shown. Note that above the singularity in K for the polynomial equation (at about 5 GPa),
values of K are negative and are not plotted.
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illustration, and unspecified parameters for equation (25), that is V2, a, and b, are
estimated by non-linear regression of volumes calculated from the Universal EOS over
the range 0 to 40 GPa. Figure 3A demonstrates that the proposed EOS can be made to
exactly mimic V(P ) of the Universal EOS, but the functional form of the proposed
EOS is not limited to this pressure dependence. The relative sizes of the a, b and V2
parameters govern the curvature of V(P ) at pressures close to Pr and the asymptotic
behavior of the EOS at high pressure. Close to Pr, the curvature is dominated by the
parameter V2; at intermediate P, where *a(P ) Pr)* && *b(P ) Pr)

2*, the a parameter has
principal influence on the shape of the V(P ) curve; while at higher pressure the
curvature is largely controlled by the b parameter. All three parameters can be varied
independently to achieve considerable flexibility with the functional form of the V(P )
curve. At high P, the volume limit is given by

lim
P 3 1

V ! V0,T "
V1,Ta " V2

b (26)

and this limit may be used as a dependency amongst the high-P EOS parameters,
especially when experimental data for calibration are only available at low pressures.
Note that unlike the Birch-Murnaghan or Vinet equations, the high-pressure volume
limit of the proposed EOS is not necessarily zero. This characteristic is shared with
other well-known formulations for fluids including the van der Waals and the Redlich-
Kwong equation (Prausnitz, 1969). The physical interpretation of this limit is that
practically, compression can only proceed until it asymptotically approaches an
intrinsic volume of the system, bearing in mind that the structural state of the material
may be metastable under such extreme levels of compression.

The curves graphed in figure 3A highlight the advantage of the rational approxi-
mation form of the EOS when compared directly against the polynomial Taylor
expansion curve. The Taylor expansion form is acceptable only at pressures below
about 4 GPa. Figures 3B and 3C illustrate the pressure dependence of derivatives of the
volume. Note that whereas the constrained fit to the Universal EOS generates nearly an

Table 1

Parameter values for EOS comparison
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identical estimate of the bulk modulus over the whole pressure interval, the pressure
dependence of K # exhibits more variation. For the proposed EOS form plotted in
figure 3, both K and K # will tend towards infinite values as pressure approaches infinity
unless the parameter values chosen cause the limit in equation (26) to be zero. This
behavior is a natural consequence of an EOS with a finite volume limit.

One additional complication that arises in choosing parameter values for the
proposed EOS is that because the functional form is that of a rational approximation,
the volume can become unbounded for some Pcrit if 1 0 a(Pcrit ) Pr) 0 b(Pcrit ) Pr)

2 %
0. These pressure values are given by

Pcrit !
2bPr $ a % 'a 2 $ 4b

2b (27)

Procedures for parameter calibration of the proposed EOS should avoid values that
render positive roots for equation (27). One such method is outlined in the Appendix
to Part IV of this series of papers. In practice infeasible parameter combinations that
generate volume singularities are easy to avoid and do not compromise the ability to
represent the range of melt properties found in experiments.

application of the eos to real liquids: a detailed example
If the proposed EOS (eq 25) is to be applied to a silicate melt that undergoes some

structural rearrangement as a function of T or P, than explicit provision must be made
for the configurational contributions to the volumetric properties. These contribu-
tions are not meant to be accounted for by any of the simple EOS formulations
described above, be it Birch-Murnaghan, Vinet, or equation (25). Changes in melt
configuration can take the form of the creation or destruction of short- to medium-
range ordered structures in the melt, akin to complexes in aqueous solution, or the
change in anionic coordination of cations accompanying variation in T, P. The latter is
especially relevant to analysis of the volumetric properties of melts at elevated pressure
and will be the subject of this last section.

Molecular dynamical (MD) simulations of amorphous silica (SiO2) demonstrate
that silicon exhibits systematic changes in coordination with respect to oxygen as a
function of T and P. Rustad and others (1990, 1991a, 1991b) have produced a data set
on amorphous SiO2 that unambiguously documents the correlation between bulk
macroscopic properties and the coordination number (CN) of silicon with respect to
oxygen. This data set consists of estimated percentages of Si in IV-, V-, VI-, VII-, and
VIII-fold coordination with respect to oxygen along a 900 K isotherm over the pressure
range 0 to 135 GPa (Rustad and others, 1991a), and along a 4000 K isotherm over the
pressure range 0 to 20 GPa (Rustad and others, 1990). These data are plotted in figure
4. In addition, Rustad and others (1991b) provide estimates of the density (5), bulk
modulus (K), thermal coefficient of expansion (,) and isochoric heat capacity (CV) of
amorphous SiO2 along a 1200 K isotherm over the pressure range 0 to 120 GPa. Their
data on 5, K, and , are plotted in figures 5, 6 and 7, respectively. While alternate MD
estimates of Si CN in amorphous SiO2 are available (for example, Trave and others,
2002), Rustad and others present the only self-consistent data set that include CN and
bulk properties calculated over a wide range of pressure. For the purposes of this
example, which is aimed more at the issue of how to model configurational contribu-
tions to the volumetric properties with the proposed EOS, rather than results of the
parameterization, the amorphous phase will be assumed to be representative of the
liquid state over the whole range of T and P studied.

Thermodynamic Model
A model expression for the molar Gibbs free energy (G ) of amorphous SiO2 may

be written in terms of configurational (conf ) and vibrational (vib ) contributions
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Fig. 4. Estimates of the distribution of Si in IV-, V-, VI-, VII-, and VIII-fold coordination in amorphous
SiO2. Data points are derived from molecular dynamical simulations at 900 K (lower panel, Rustad and
others, 1991b) and 4000 K (Rustad and others, 1990). The curves are calculated from the model discussed in
the text and parameters reported in table 2.
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G ! Gconf " Gvib (28)

where the configurational term is given by

Gconf ! RT .X IV ln X IV " X V ln X V " X VI ln X VI " X VII ln X VII " X VIII ln X VIII] (29)

and where the vibrational contribution is given by

Gvib ! X IVGIV " X VGV " X VIGVI " X VIIGVII " X VIIIGVIII " G excess (30)

The X IV, X V, X VI, X VII, and X VIII are mole fractions of IV, V, VI, VII, and VIII
coordinated Si in one mole of SiO2 and these quantities are multiplied by the standard
state molar Gibbs free energies of amorphous SiIVO2, SiVO2, SiVIO2, SiVIIO2, and
SiVIIIO2. The mole fractions in equation (30) are dependent on T and P as are the
standard state properties. Gexcess refers to a molar excess Gibbs free energy and the
inclusion of this term allows for non-ideal mixing between Si in its various coordination
states. The model embodied by equations (28) to (30) is a form of non-ideal associated
solution. Tanaka (2000) has utilized such a model to develop a theory for critical
phenomena and first and second order phase transitions in liquids and glasses.

Fig. 5. Density of amorphous silica at 1200 K. Data points are taken from the molecular dynamical
simulations of Rustad and others (1991a). Relative amounts of Si in IV-, V-, VI, and VII0 coordination are
displayed with shading. The light curves refer to density variation of SiIVO2 (bottom), SiVO2, SiVIO2, SiVIIO2,
and SiVIIIO2 (top), respectively. The heavy curve is the variation of density with pressure for silica with an
equilibrium distribution of coordination states. The curves are calculated from the model discussed in the
text and parameters reported in table 2.
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The standard state terms in equation (30) may be expanded as

G IV ! GPr
IV " (

Pr

P

V IV dP (31a)

GV ! GPr
V " (

Pr

P

V V dP (31b)

GVI ! GPr
VI " (

Pr

P

V VI dP (31c)

GVII ! GPr
VII " (

Pr

P

V VII dP (31d)

GVIII ! GPr
VIII " (

Pr

P

V VIII dP (31e)

Fig. 6. Bulk modulus of amorphous silica at 1200 K. Data points are taken from the molecular
dynamical simulations of Rustad and others (1991a). Relative amounts of Si in IV-, V-, VI, and VII0
coordination are displayed with shading. The dashed curve refers to variation of the vibrational contribution
to the bulk modulus. The heavy curve is the variation of bulk modulus with pressure for silica with an
equilibrium distribution of coordination states. The curves are calculated from the model discussed in the
text and parameters reported in table 2.
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where the integrals are over an EOS parameterization of the volume of SiO2 for each
CN. Adopting equation (25) as the model EOS, it can be seen that evaluation of
equation (30) would require a large number of parameter values (at least five
parameters for each EOS description in each coordination state) that would probably
exceed the number of data points available for calibration. Adopting alternate EOS
formalisms would meet with the same difficulty; the issue is not intrinsic to equation
(25). Some simplification is therefore warranted to make the problem tractable.

The simplest approach is to assume that the relation

V CN ! f CNV IV (32)

holds for all T and P and CN & IV, where the f CN are constants. Assuming that volumes
decrease as cations enter higher states of coordination, the f CN should obey the
inequality relation

0 & f VIII & f VII & f VI & f V & 1 (33)

Equation (32) implies that the Taylor expansion coefficients of the volume (eq 15)
scale as f CN, and consequently that the a and b parameters (eqs 17 and 18) of the
proposed EOS are identical in each coordination state. A further implication of
equation (32) is that both the thermal coefficient of expansion (eq 22) and the
compressibility ()V1/V0) or its inverse, the bulk modulus (K), remains the same in
each coordination state. Jeanloz (1982) has shown that CN shifts associated with

Fig. 7. Thermal coefficient of expansion of amorphous silica at 1200 K. Data points are taken from the
molecular dynamical simulations of Rustad and others (1991a). Relative amounts of Si in IV-, V-, VI, and
VII0 coordination are displayed with shading. The dashed curve refers to variation of vibrational contribu-
tion to the thermal expansion. The heavy curve is the variation of thermal expansion with pressure for silica
with an equilibrium distribution of coordination states. The curves are calculated from the model discussed
in the text and parameters reported in table 2.
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polymorphic phase transitions may induce an increase or a decrease in K, so the
implication of no variation is consistent with theoretical analysis. Importantly, since K
is related to the sound speed (c ) as

1
K ! ) " V

Mc 2 "
VT,2

CP
# (34)

(Part II; where M is the molar mass and CP is the isobaric heat capacity), then if
equation (32) holds it follows that

CP
CN ! f CNC P

IV (35)

and

cCN ! ! f CN "1/2c IV (36)

for CN & IV. Equation (36) is consistent with known deviations from Birch’s law
(Jeanloz, 1982); the sound speed is expected to decrease in polymorphic phase
transitions to a higher coordination state. Whether the approximations resulting from
adoption of equation (32) are valid can in part be judged by the ability of the resulting
model to account for observations in the data set.

Using equation (32), the model expression for the vibrational Gibbs free energy
(eq 30) may be simplified to

Gvib ! X IV"GPr
IV " (

Pr

P

V IV dP# " X V "GPr
V " f V (

Pr

P

V IV dP# " X VI"GPr
VI " f VI (

Pr

P

V IV dP#
0 XVII"GPr

VII " f VII (
Pr

P

V IV dP# " X VIII"GPr
VIII " f VIII (

Pr

P

V IV dP# " Gexcess (37)

and further reduced to

G vib ! X IVGPr
IV " X VGPr

V " X VIGPr
VI " X VIIGPr

VII " X VIIIGPr
VIII

0 !X IV " f VX V " f VIX VI " f VIIX VII " f VIIIX VIII " (
Pr

P

V IV dP " G excess (38)

Though not required for this analysis, the assumption will be made that the excess free
energy is zero (activities are equal to mole fractions), which will allow analytical
expressions for derivative thermodynamic properties to be obtained. Combining
equations (38) with (28) and (29) provides a simplified model expression for the
Gibbs energy of one mole of amorphous SiO2

G ! RT .X IV ln X IV " X V ln X V " X VI ln X VI " X VII ln X VII " X VIII ln X VIII / " X IVGPr
IV

0 X VGPr
V " X VIGPr

VI " X VIIGPr
VII " X VIIIGPr

VIII " !X IV " f VX V " f VIX VI " f VIIX VII

" f VIIIX VIII ) (
Pr

P

V IV dP (39)

From equation (39) it is straightforward to derive expressions for homogeneous
equilibrium between “species” of SiO2 in various states of cation coordination. The
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easiest way to derive this expression is to introduce four independent variables, sV , sVI ,
sVII , sVIII , defined so that

XIV ! 1 $ sV $ sVI $ sVII $ sVIII , (40a)

XV ! sV , (40b)

XVI ! sVI , (40c)

XVII ! sVII , (40d)

XVIII ! sVIII (40e)

which are analogous to ordering variables in mineral solid solutions. With equations
(40a-e) equation (39) becomes

G ! RT .!1 $ sV $ sVI $ sVII $ sVIII "ln!1 $ sV $ sVI $ sVII $ sVIII "/

0 RT .sV ln sV " sVI ln sVI " sVII ln sVII " sVIII ln sVIII / " G Pr
IV

0 sV 6GPr
V,IV " sVI 6GPr

VI,IV " sVII 6GPr
VII,IV " sVIII 6GPr

VIII,IV " .1 " ! f V $ 1"sV

0 ! f VI $ 1"sVI " ! f VII $ 1"sVII " ! f VIII $ 1"sVIII] (
Pr

P

V IV dP (41)

where 6GPr

V,IV, 6GPr

VI,IV, 6GPr

VII,IV, 6GPr

VIII,IV are standard state Gibbs free energy changes at
reference pressure associated with the homogeneous equilibria

SiIVO2 N SiVO2

SiIVO2 N SiVIO2

SiIVO2 N SiVIIO2

SiIVO2 N SiVIIIO2

respectively. The equilibrium distribution of cation coordination states is given by the
thermodynamic condition that homogeneous equilibrium corresponds to a minimum
in the Gibbs free energy with respect to variation of the ordering variables

'G
'sV

! 0 ! RT ln
sV

1 $ sV $ sVI $ sVII $ sVIII
" 6GPr

V,IV " ! f V $ 1" (
Pr

P

V IV dP (42a)

'G
'sVI

! 0 ! RT ln
sVI

1 $ sVI $ sVI $ sVII $ sVIII
" 6GPr

VI,IV " ! f VI $ 1" (
Pr

P

V IV dP (42b)

'G
'sVII

! 0 ! RT ln
sVII

1 $ sV $ sVI $ sVII $ sVIII
" 6GPr

VII,IV " ! f VII $ 1" (
Pr

P

V IV dP (42c)

'G
'sVIII

! 0 ! RT ln
sVIII

1 $ sV $ sVI $ sVII $ sVIII
" 6GPr

VIII,IV " ! f VIII $ 1" (
Pr

P

V IV dP (42d)

With the aid of equations (40a-e), equations (42a-d) are easily shown to be the usual
statements of the law of mass action
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RT ln K V,IV + RT ln
X V

X IV ! )6GPr
V,IV $ ! f V $ 1" (

Pr

P

V IV dP (43a)

RT ln K VI,IV + RT ln
X VI

X IV ! )6GPr
VI,IV $ ! f VI $ 1" (

Pr

P

V IV dP (43b)

RT ln K VII,IV + RT ln
X VII

X IV ! )6GPr
VII,IV $ ! f VII $ 1" (

Pr

P

V IV dP (43c)

RT ln K VIII,IV + RT ln
X VIII

X IV ! )6GPr
VIII,IV $ ! f VIII $ 1" (

Pr

P

V IV dP (43d)

where the equilibrium constants, K V,IV, K VI,IV, K VII,IV, K VIII,IV, are introduced for
expedience. A solution to the set of equations (43a-d) for CN mole fractions is
conveniently analytic, as non-ideal interactions that would result in activity coefficients
have been neglected. This solution is

X IV !
1

1 " K V,IV " K VI,IV " K VII,IV " K VIII,IV (44a)

X V !
K V,IV

1 " K V,IV " K VI,IV " K VII,IV " K VIII,IV (44b)

X VI !
K VI,IV

1 " K V,IV " K VI,IV " K VII,IV " K VIII,IV (44c)

X VII !
K VII,IV

1 " K V,IV " K VI,IV " K VII,IV " K VIII,IV (44d)

X VIII !
K VIII,IV

1 " K V,IV " K VI,IV " K VII,IV " K VIII,IV (44e)

The equilibrium constants are functions only of temperature, pressure and the
adopted EOS parameters for SiIVO2.

Model Expressions for Volumetric Properties
Because pressure does not appear explicitly in any but the last term in equation

(39), it is tempting to derive an expression for the molar volume of amorphous SiO2 by
simply taking the pressure derivative of G at constant temperature, to obtain

V ! !X IV " X Vf V " X VIf VI " X VIIf VII " X VIIIf VIII "V IV (45)

But, as the results of the previous paragraph clearly demonstrate, the mole fraction
terms in equation (39) are implicitly functions of pressure. The correct derivation of
the molar volume is as follows (see Ghiorso, 1990). Write the total derivative of G in
terms of the four ordering variables, temperature and pressure

dG !
'G
'sV

dsV "
'G
'sVI

dsVI "
'G
'sVII

dsVII "
'G

'sVIII
dsVIII "

'G
'T dT "

'G
'P dP (46)
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where the partial derivatives are taken holding all other independent variables
constant (that is, in the case of 'G/'P, T, sV , sVI , sVII , and sVIII are held constant). Next,
transform equation (46) to the gradient in the Gibbs free energy with respect to
pressure

dG
dP !

'G
'sV

dsV

dP "
'G
'sVI

dsVI

dP "
'G
'sVII

dsVII

dP "
'G

'sVIII

dsVIII

dP "
'G
'T

dT
dP "

'G
'P (47)

Finally, specify that the gradient be evaluated along a path corresponding to no
variation in T and that an equilibrium distribution of coordination states is maintained
during evaluation

'G
'P)

T,eq

!
'G
'sV

'sV

'P)
T,eq

"
'G
'sVI

'sVI

'P )
T,eq

"
'G
'sVII

'sVII

'P )
T,eq

"
'G

'sVIII

'sVIII

'P )
T,eq

"
'G
'P (48)

Equation (48) gives the correct expression for the molar volume of amorphous SiO2 in
an equilibrium distribution of coordination states, whereas equation (45) corresponds
only to the last of the five terms in equation (48). But, as luck would have it, the first
four terms in equation (48) are zero because in a state of homogeneous equilibrium
equations (42a-d) must hold and the partial derivatives of the Gibbs free energy with
respect to ordering variable vanish. Therefore, equation (45) is a valid expression for
the molar volume of the system as long as an equilibrium distribution of coordination
states is maintained. In a metastable configuration (that is, a rapidly quenched glass)
this approximation would no longer be valid.

In order to analyze the Rustad and others (1990, 1991a, 1991b) data set two more
model expressions are required beyond equations (44a-d) and (45). These are
expressions for the bulk modulus and the thermal coefficient of expansion. Unfortu-
nately, the simplifications that led to the model expression for volume do not apply to
these quantities. The bulk modulus is defined as

K ! )V,'V
'P (49)

and the thermal coefficient of expansion as

, !
1
V

'V
'T (50)

Model expressions are therefore required for
'V
'P )

T,eq

and
'V
'T )

P,eq

both in a state of

equilibrium CN distribution.
Starting from the total derivative of the volume

dV ! d
'G
'P !

'2G
'sV 'P dsV "

'2G
'sVI 'P dsVI "

'2G
'sVII 'P dsVII "

'2G
'sVIII 'P dsVIII "

'2G
'T 'P dT "

'2G
'P 2 dP

the temperature and pressure gradients can be obtained

dV
dP !

'2G
'sV 'P

dsV

dP "
'2G

'sVI 'P
dsVI

dP "
'2G

'sVII 'P
dsVII

dP "
'2G

'sVIII 'P
dsVIII

dP "
'2G

'T 'P
dT
dP "

'2G
'P 2 (51)

dV
dT !

'2G
'sV 'P

dsV

dT "
'2G

'sVI 'P
dsVI

dT "
'2G

'sVII 'P
dsVII

dT "
'2G

'sVIII 'P
dsVIII

dT "
'2G

'T 'P "
'2G
'P 2

dP
dT (52)
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that produce expressions for the desired quantities

'V
'P)

eq,T

!
'2G

'sV 'P
'sV

'P)
eq,T

"
'2G

'sVI 'P
'sVI

'P )
eq,T

"
'2G

'sVII 'P
'sVII

'P )
eq,T

"
'2G

'sVIII 'P
'sVIII

'P )
eq,T

"
'2G
'P 2 (53)

'V
'T)

eq,P

!
'2G

'sV 'P
'sV

'T)
eq,P

"
'2G

'sVI 'P
'sVI

'T )
eq,P

"
'2G

'sVII 'P
'sVII

'T )
eq,P

"
'2G

'sVIII 'P
'sVIII

'T )
eq,P

"
'2G

'T 'P (54)

The trailing terms in equations (53) and (54) are given by differentiating equation
(41)

'2G
'P 2 ! .1 " ! f V $ 1"sV " ! f VI $ 1"sVI " ! f VII $ 1"sVII " ! f VIII $ 1"sVIII/

'V IV

'P (55)

and

'2G
'T 'P ! .1 " ! f V $ 1"sV " ! f VI $ 1"sVI " ! f VII $ 1"sVII " ! f VIII $ 1"sVIII/

'V IV

'T (56)

Unfortunately, the remaining terms in equations (53) and (54) are not zero. They
represent the contribution to the thermal expansion and compressibility of the system
arising from changes in CN as a function of temperature and pressure. These contribu-
tions could very well be of the order of the vibrational contribution embodied in the
last term of each expression. The Gibbs free energy derivatives in the configurational
terms of equations (53) and (54) are obtained from (41)

'2G
'sV 'P ! ! f V $ 1"V IV (57a)

'2G
'sVI 'P ! ! f VI $ 1"V IV (57b)

'2G
'sVII 'P ! ! f VII $ 1"V IV (57c)

'2G
'sVIII 'P ! ! f VIII $ 1"V IV (57d)

and

'2G
'sV 'T ! R ln K V,IV $ 6SPr

V,IV " ! f V $ 1" (
Pr

P 'V IV

'T dP (58a)

'2G
'sVI 'T ! R ln K VI,IV $ 6SPr

VI,IV " ! f VI $ 1" (
Pr

P 'V IV

'T dP (58b)
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'2G
'sVII 'T ! R ln K VII,IV $ 6SPr

VII,IV " ! f VII $ 1" (
Pr

P 'V IV

'T dP (58c)

'2G
'sVIII 'T ! R ln K VIII,IV $ 6SPr

VIII,IV " ! f VIII $ 1" (
Pr

P 'V IV

'T dP (58d)

with the aid of the identities in (43a-d).3 The variation of ordering variable with
changes in T and P requires a bit more manipulation. First, each of the four conditions
of homogeneous equilibrium is formally expanded as a total derivative

d
'G
'sV

!
'2G
'sV

2 dsV "
'2G

'sV 'sVI
dsVI "

'2G
'sV 'sVII

dsVII "
'2G

'sV 'sVIII
dsVIII "

'2G
'sV 'T dT "

'2G
'sV 'P dP (59a)

d
'G
'sVI

!
'2G

'sV 'sVI
dsV "

'2G
's VI

2 dsVI "
'2G

'sVI 'sVII
dsVII "

'2G
'sVI 'sVIII

dsVIII "
'2G

'sVI 'T dT "
'2G

'sVI 'P dP

(59b)

d
'G
'sVII

!
'2G

'sV 'sVII
dsV "

'2G
'sVI 'sVII

dsVI "
'2G
's VII

2 dsVII "
'2G

'sVII 'sVIII
dsVIII "

'2G
'sVII 'T dT "

'2G
'sVII 'P dP

(59c)

d
'G

'sVIII
!

'2G
'sV 'sVIII

dsV "
'2G

'sVI 'sVIII
dsVI "

'2G
'sVII 'sVIII

dsVII "
'2G
's VIII

2 dsVIII "
'2G

'sVIII 'T dT

"
'2G

'sVIII 'P dP (59d)

Next, a pressure gradient is constructed from this system of equations along a path
corresponding to an equilibrium coordination state at constant temperature

0 !
'2G
's V

2

'sV

'P)
T,eq

"
'2G

'sV 'sVI

'sVI

'P )
T,eq

"
'2G

'sV 'sVII

'sVII

'P )
T,eq

"
'2G

'sV 'sVIII

'sVIII

'P )
T,eq

"
'2G

'sV 'P (60a)

3Note that alternately equations (58a-e) may be written

'2G
'SV 'T ! )

6H Pr
V,IV

T " ! f V $ 1"(
Pr

P "'V IV

'T $
V IV

T #dP,

'2G
'SVI 'T ! )

6H Pr
VI,IV

T " ! f VI $ 1"(
Pr

P "'V IV

'T $
V IV

T #dP,

'2G
'SVII 'T ! )

6H Pr
VII,IV

T " ! f VII $ 1"(
Pr

P "'V IV

'T $
V IV

T #dP,

and

'2G
'SVIII 'T ! )

6H Pr
VIII,IV

T " ! f VIII $ 1"(
Pr

P "'V IV

'T $
V IV

T #dP
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The critical observation in developing equations (60a-d) from (59a-d) is that in an
equilibrium coordination state the partial derivatives 'G/'sV , 'G/'sVI , 'G/'sVII , and
'G/'sVIII are zero, and since they remain zero if pressure is changed while homogeneous
equilibrium is maintained, the total derivative of these quantities must itself be zero. That
is why the left hand sides of equations (60a-d) vanish. The system of equations (60a-d)
can be arranged as a vector-matrix expression to give
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. (61)

The Gibbs free energy partial derivatives in equation (61) are obtained by differentia-
tion of equation (41). Using the definitions for CN-mole fractions and equilibrium
constants from equations (40a-e) and (43a-d), equation (61) becomes

)V IV -
f V $ 1
f VI $ 1
f VII $ 1
f VIII $ 1

. !
RT
X IV -

1 "
1

K V,IV 1 1 1

1 1 "
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K VI,IV 1 1
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K VII,IV 1

1 1 1 1 "
1

K VIII,IV

.-
'sV

'P)
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'sVI

'P )
T,eq

'sVII

'P )
T,eq

'sVIII

'P )
T,eq

. (62)

Matrix inversion and some manipulation provides a solution for the unknown vector of
partial derivatives
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Finally, the quantity
'V
'P )

eq,T

can be obtained by substituting the result above along

with that given in equation (55) into equation (53). These substitutions give

'V
'P)

eq,T

! )!f V $ 1".X Vf V $ X V!X IV " f VX V " f VIX VI " f VIIX VII " f VIIIX VIII "/
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RT
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RT
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'V IV

'P (64)

The first four terms in equation (64) are the configurational contributions to the
volume pressure derivative. The last term is vibrational in origin. The bulk modulus is
obtained by combing equations (64) and (45) via equation (49).

Analogous to the procedure developed above, the equivalent to equation (63)

may be derived from equations (59a-d) for the quantities
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'T )
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,
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'T )
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,
'sVII

'T )
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,

'sVIII

'T )
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, and these definitions along with equations (56) and (58a-d) may be inserted

into equation (54) to give a model expression for
'V
'T )

eq,P

. The reader is spared the

details and the result will be simply stated
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The thermal coefficient of expansion is obtained by combing equations (65) and (45)
via equation (50).

Application of the Model
The data set of Rustad and others (1990, 1991a, 1991b) may now be evaluated by

optimizing values of model parameters against reported X IV, X V, X VI, X VII, X VIII, 5, ,,
and K. The unkown parameters of the optimization are 6GPr,900K

V,IV , 6GPr,900K
VI,IV , 6GPr,900K

VII,IV ,
6GPr,900K

VIII,IV , 6GPr,4500K
V,IV , 6GPr,4500K

VI,IV , 6GPr,4500K
VII,IV , 6GPr,4500K

VIII,IV , f V, f VI, f VII, f VIII, V0,1673K
IV , ,, V 2

IV,
V 3

IV, V 4
IV, and V 1

IV. The V 1
IV parameter (recall that this is the Taylor expansion

coefficient describing the first pressure derivative of the volume) will be treated in a
special manner, following an analysis developed in Part II. V1

IV is expressed in terms of
the sound speed (c) and its temperature derivative as

V 1
IV ! )V 0

IV / V 0
IV

M "c IV "
dc IV

dT #2 "
V 0

IVT,2

C P
IV 0 (66)

where M is the molecular weight of SiO2 and C P
IV is its isobaric heat capacity. c IV and

dc IV/dT are optimized in lieu of V 1
IV in this analysis.

A weighted non-linear least squares model is constructed from the Rustad and
others data set using appropriate model expressions for CN percentages, density, bulk
modulus and thermal expansion developed above. The optimization is carried out in
Microsoft™ Excel using the Solver function. The EOS parameter V0,1673K

IV is further
constrained to match the initial slope of the quartz fusion curve (see discussion below)
and non-linear equality constraints are imposed on the fitting procedure to insure that
the numerator and the denominator of equation (25) are bounded strictly positive.4
These paramter bound constraints guarantee an absence of singularities in the

4These constraints are a 2 ) 4b * 0 and (V 1
IV " V 0

IVa)2 $ 4V 0
IV"V 2

IV

2 " V 1
IVa " V 0

IVb# ' 0
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vibrational component of the fitted EOS. Curves predicted from the fit parameters are
provided in figures 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8. Model parameters are reported in table 2.

The model reference volume at 1673 K and 105 Pa can be calculated from
equation (45) and the constants reported in table 2 to give a value of 27.70 cc/mol.
This number is larger than that typically found for the partial molar volume of SiO2 in
multicomponent liquids (Lange and Carmichael, 1987; Gaetani and others, 1998; Part
II) and it is smaller than the value obtained for pure silica by Bacon and others (1960),
though likely within the uncertainty of these measurements. The model reference
pressure thermal expansion is negative, on the order of 10)5 (see fig. 8 and discussion
below), and is inconsistent with the estimate of 1.03 $ 10)4 K)1 from Bacon and others
(1960). As noted by Richet and others (1982), Bacon’s number is almost certainly in
error by at least an order of magnitude because it leads to unrealistic values of CV . The
model sound speed is calculated to be +5250 m/sec in the temperature range 2060 to

Fig. 8. Temperature dependence of the density, thermal coefficient of expansion and the bulk modulus
of amorphous silica at reference pressure (105). The dashed curves describe the properties of SiIVO2. The
heavy curve is the variation of these same properties for silica with an equilibrium distribution of
coordination states. The curves are calculated from the model discussed in the text and parameters reported
in table 2.
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2160 K where Baidov and Kunin (1968) measure a value of 6000 m/sec. This
difference leads to a somewhat smaller model compressibility than the measurements
would indicate, but Richet and others (1982) argue that the Baidov and Kunin number
could be too high and it is found to be inconsistent with the analysis of sound speeds on
multicomponent silicate liquids performed in Part II. It is worth noting that the model
temperature derivative of the sound speed is determined largely by the pressure
dependence of the thermal expansion.5

Values of f V, f VI, f VII, and f VIII reported in table 2 indicate a volume reduction of
about 17 percent associated with a change in Si CN of IV to V, and an additional 5
percent reduction from V to VI. Curiously, higher coordination state transformations
do not have a significant effect on the volume. The entropic consequences however are

5A first order Taylor expansion of Appendix equation (A-3) gives

,Tr ,P 7 ,Tr ,Pr
0 "V1,

V0
"

V0

Mc 3

dc
dT $

V0,
2

CP
#)

Tr,Pr

(P $ Pr )

Table 2

Model parameter values for amorphous silica
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dramatic. As can be seen from examination of figure 4, the effect of temperature is to
stabilize the presence of V-fold coordinated Si at the expense of higher CN species.
The MD simulations and model calculations indicate that V- and higher-fold coordi-
nated Si should be present in significant concentrations even at reference pressure
which is consistent with the experimental observations of Stebbins (1991) and Mortuza
and others (2000). Stebbins (1991) estimates an enthalpy for the reaction SiIVO2 N
SiVO2 of +20 4 10 kJ/mol. Extrapolating 6GPr

V,IV to zero K gives a model estimate of
38.6 kJ/mol; the difference may suggest some overestimation of the abundance of SiV
in the MD simulations (Trave and others, 2002). A model enthalpy for the V- to VI-fold
transformation is smaller at + 6 kJ/mol. Model entropies for the IV to V and V to IV
reactions are +1 J/K and + 12 J/K, respectively. The absence of MD data along the
4000 K isotherm at pressures above 20 GPa precludes placing any confidence in model
values of 6GPr,4500K

VII,IV , 6GPr,4500K
VIII,IV other than that they are expectedly more positive than

corresponding quantities at 900 K.
An interesting consequence of the results presented in figure 4 concerns the

impact of CN transformation on the calculated activity of silica. Adopting a standard
state of unit activity of SiIVO2 at any T and P, the activity of silica varies from 0.99 at 1000
K and 105 Pa to 0.90 at 2000 K. More dramatic is the effect of pressure. Along a 1200 K
isotherm, the activity drops to 0.30 at 10 GPa, 0.005 at 20 GPa and +10)16 at 100 GPa.
Now, of course, this variation in the activity of silica is entirely a consequence of the
choice of the standard state, but these calculations highlight that if the low pressure
volumetric properties of silica are utilized to estimate the Clapyron slope of a
solid-liquid melting reaction (for example, the fusion of quartz), then the activity of
silica in pure SiO2 liquid, referenced to the low pressure structural state of the liquid, will not
be unity, but some smaller value reflecting the changed average CN indicative of the
higher pressure conditions. Consequently, great care must be taken in the analysis of
fusion curves involving liquids that undergo CN transformations over the range of
experimental measurements.

The MD data of Rustad and others (1991b) showing density as a function of
pressure along a 1200 K isotherm are plotted in figure 5. Model calculated densities are
also plotted as well as relative abundances of SiO2 in its various coordination states.
Reference state free energies for the coordination transformation reactions at 1200 K
are interpolated from the constants reported in table 2. Several features should be
noted. The model density of amorphous silica in a state of homogenous equilibrium is
given by the heavy solid curve. The lighter solid curves are plotted as reference and
describe the density of SiIVO2, SiVO2, SiVIO2, SiVIIO2, and SiVIIIO2 respectively. Within
the first 20 GPa of compression, the equilibrium density curve transforms to reflect the
change in dominant CN. The effect of the CN transformation over this initial 20 GPa is
to enhance the compressibility of the phase, or alternately, lower the bulk modulus.
This feature is plotted in figure 6 along with MD data on the bulk modulus at various
pressures along a 1200 K isotherm. Notice that the bulk modulus initially decreases
and subsequently increases with pressure. This effect is entirely configurational in
origin. The “vibrational” bulk modulus, given by the dashed line in figure 6, is assumed
identical for every CN species of SiO2. The equilibrium value of the bulk modulus
departs significantly from the purely vibrational value when the configurations or CN
transformations are changing most rapidly with increase in pressure. In terms of the
model expression for K derived above (eqs 45, 49 and 64) the configurational terms

involving the
'si

'P )T,eq
dominate in the 0 to 20 GPa range, and essentially vanish much

above 50 GPa. There are still CN transformations above 50 GPa, as is obvious in figure
4, but the volumetric consequences of these transformations are trivial which in turn
leads to a trivial effect on the bulk modulus. Of further interest are the systematic
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deviations of the MD values of K from the calculated curve above 50 GPa. These
deviations support the notion that there may be a significant vibrational contribution
to the bulk modulus associated with CN transformations involving VI- to VII- and VII-
to VIII-fold coordinated Si. The Gibbs free energy model developed in this example
could be modified to account for this possibility, but these modifications will not be
pursued here. Alternatively, the MD bulk modulus values at higher pressure may
represent disequilibrium configurations corresponding to a quenched glass state.
Further MD studies at similar pressures but much higher temperatures would illumi-
nate this issue.

In contrast to the effect of configurational contributions to the pressure depen-
dence of the bulk modulus, the thermal coefficient of expansion shows significant
non-vibrational effects over the entire pressure range (fig. 7). The reason for these
effects is that the configurational contribution to , is dominated by the Gibbs free
energy changes of the homogenous reactions (eq 65) and these changes do not vanish
at elevated pressure. The dashed line in figure 7 corresponds to the “vibrational”
thermal expansion, calculated from equation (A-3). The solid line corresponds to an
equilibrium CN distribution. From the figure inset, it can be seen that the thermal
expansion plunges to negative values, reaching a minimum where the average CN
exhibits its most rapid change with pressure, rising to positive values at pressures
greater than 20 GPa. The fit to the MD data in figure 7 appears poorer than the fits
displayed in figures 5 and 6 because these data with their attendant larger uncertainties
were down weighted in the overall optimization.

In order to illustrate the effect of CN transformations on the macroscopic
volumetric properties at reference pressure, model densities, thermal coefficients of
expansion and bulk moduli are plotted as a function of T in figure 8. The dashed lines
correspond to the vibrational properties of SiIVO2. The solid lines are properties
calculated in a state of homogeneous equilibrium. Both the bulk modulus and thermal
coefficient of expansion decrease because the percentage of SiVO2 increases with
temperature and the smaller molar volume of SiVO2 leads to an overall reduction
in volume and increase in density. The net negative 6V/6T due to the SiIVO2 to SiVO2
transformation contributes to the decrease in both thermal expansion and bulk
modulus. The calculations presented in figure 8 are a sobering reminder of the power
a thermodynamic model has in providing a self-consistent picture of the T and P
dependence of functions of state in a chemical system. Although calibrated almost
exclusively from MD simulations of volumetric properties at elevated pressure, the
systematics of these observations filtered through a self-consistent thermodynamic
model, require variation in volumetric properties at reference pressure where measure-
ments are lacking. Details of these predictions may change with alternate MD data or
model EOS expressions, but the principle trends demonstrated by this analysis are
unlikely to be substantially in error.

The configurational and vibrational Gibbs free energy model for amorphous silica
calibrated from the MD data can be combined with thermodynamic properties for
solid phases of silica in order to calculate the liquid-solid phase diagram. Properties of
--cristobalite, --quartz, and coesite are taken from the internally consistent thermody-
namic data set of Hudon and others (2002) with the addition of data on stishovite from
Swamy and Saxena (1994). The entropy of fusion of --quartz is from Richet and others
(1982). The liquid heat capacity is taken from Lange and Navrotsky (1992), who report
a value slightly smaller than that suggested by Richet and others (1982). Piston cylinder
experimental data on the fusion curve of --cristobalite and --quartz are reported by
Jackson (1976). The fusion curve of --quartz has been recently redetermined by
Hudon and others (2002), who obtain melting at systematically higher temperatures
than Jackson (1976) and argue that their measurements more accurately reflect the
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dry melting curve of --quartz. Melting experiments in multianvil apparatus have been
performed by Kanzaki (1990) on --quartz and coesite, and by Zhang and others (1993)
on both coesite and stishovite. In figures 9 and 10 the experimental fusion curve data
are plotted along with a calculated phase diagram. Liquid properties are calculated via
equation (28) and its dependencies, where the volume integral of the liquid EOS is
given by equation (A-28) of the appendix. It should be emphasized that the only EOS
parameter influenced by data plotted in these figures is V 0,1673K

IV which was chosen
so that the initial slope of the fusion curve of --quartz would pass through the lowest
pressure reversal of Hudon and others (2002). Consequently, agreement of the
experimental reversals and calculated liquid-solid phase boundaries much above 2
GPa is entirely coincidental.

The model developed above does a remarkable job in describing the liquid-solid
phase relations of silica. At pressures below the stishovite stability field the calculated
phase diagram in figure 10 is comparable to the diagrams fitted from the experimental
reversals by Mao and others (2001), Hudon and others (2002) and Fabrichnaya and
others (2004). Above the coesite to stishovite transition the model phase diagram of
figure 10 deviates from that published by Fabrichnaya and others (2004) in that these
authors show an almost isothermal melting curve for stishovite that starts at the
transition pressure and rises to 40 GPa. The data that Fabrichnaya and others (2004)
utilize to constrain liquid properties to produce such a melting curve are from Shen
and Lazor (1995) and represent laser heating experiments on stishovite in diamond
cells. If the data of Shen and Lazor (1995) reflect equilibrium melting conditions, then
either the liquid densities inferred from the MD simulations are grossly in error, or the

Fig. 9. Phase diagram for silica at low pressure. Experimental melting data and solid phase thermody-
namic properties are discussed in the text. The heavy solid line is calculated using the model developed here
with parameters reported in table 2.
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thermodyamic properties of stishovite change abruptly above 14 GPa, or some impor-
tant energetic feature of SiO2 liquid that develops above 15 GPa is not captured by the
simple thermodynamic treatment developed here. However, the calculated melting
curve for stishovite shown in figure 10 is consistent with estimates of stishovite melting
determined in shock wave studies (Schmitt and Ahrens, 1989).

The volume of fusion of --quartz at its metastable melting point of 1700 K and 105

Pa is calculated to be 3.74 cc/mol and should be compared to the hypothetical volume
of fusion to SiIVO2 liquid of 4.06 cc/mol. The volume of fusion of --cristobalite at its
melting point of 1996 K (105 Pa) is –2.26 cc/mol (–1.79 cc/mol to SiIVO2 liquid). Solid
volumetric properties from Hudon and others (2002) are utilized in both estimates.
The suggested entropies of fusion of --quartz and --cristobalite, 5.53 J/K-mol and 4.46
J/K-mol, respectively (Richet and others, 1982), may be adjusted for the configura-
tional entropy of the liquid. Model values are 2.04 J/K-mol at 1700 K and 2.70 J/K-mol
at 1996 K. The latter should be compared to the estimate of 3.15 J/K-mol derived by
Stebbins and others (1984) and the much higher estimate of 7.5 J/K-mol from Richet
and Bottinga (1986), both from calorimetric data. The calorimetric estimates include
all aspects of material disorder developed above the glass transition, so an unknown
percentage of each value is attributable to disruption of long-range order and
rotational degrees of freedom in liquid SiIVO2, effects which are not included in the
model developed here. The model values for the configurational entropy may be used
to estimate the hypothetical fusion entropy of --quartz and --cristobalite to SiIVO2
liquid, giving 3.49 J/K-mol and 1.76 J/K-mol respectively. The importance of these
calculations is the implication that a significant fraction of the entropy and volume of
fusion of low-pressure silica minerals is configurational in origin, which has previously
been suggested by Stebbins and others (1984) and Richet and Bottinga (1986).

The “cusps” in the calculated phase diagram displayed in figure 10 are the result
of the melt becoming denser than its coexisting solid, which induces a turnover in the
fusion curve. The liquid densification is driven in part by a volume reduction
associated with an increase in average CN. The liquid densification effect is mitigated
by the stabilization of a denser solid. Above each solid-solid phase transition, the
Clapyron slope changes back to a positive value, and remains positive until CN
transformations in the liquid render it once again more dense than the coexisting solid
phase. Structural transformations in the solids lag behind those in the liquid largely
because long-range order in the solid induces a first-order phase transition whereas the
lack of long-range order in the liquid smears the structural transition over a finite
pressure interval. Broadly speaking, the energetic consequences of compression
results in similar structural rearrangements in both phases, but the liquid is free to
exhibit these changes first. The melting relations calculated for stishovite reflect the
emergence of highly coordinated Si (VI, VII, VIII) in the melt at these pressures, and
the maximum in the fusion curve indicates that the entropy of the solid approaches
and exceeds that of the liquid. This unusual phase diagram geometry is both contra-
dicted and supported by experimental evidence (see above), but the overturn is not in
violation of any fundamental thermodynamic constraint.

One final observation regarding the phase diagram of figure 10 is that agreement
with experimental observations and the MD volumetric data can only be achieved with
a coupled configurational/vibrational description of the Gibbs energy of the amor-
phous phase. The MD data alone can be fitted to a single set of EOS parameters in an
attempt to incorporate CN changes implicitly, but the resulting model fails to repro-
duce all but the lowest pressure features of the phase diagram. Silica serves as a case
example of the need to completely and carefully characterize the various thermody-
namic contributions to the amorphous phase and illustrates why treating such a phase
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as if it were an isostructural solid is insufficient when configurational and vibrational
contributions to thermodynamic properties are comparable.

summary
The liquid EOS developed in this paper is designed with three features in mind.

Firstly, to avoid the pitfalls inherent to commonly used formulations created for solid
phases, where the thermal coefficient of expansion and the bulk modulus are
sufficiently well behaved that a constant “thermal pressure” correction may be used to
describe the temperature dependence of the EOS. Secondly, to facilitate the creation
of simple, thermodynamically consistent mixing relations that permit generalization of
the parameters of the EOS to fluids of variable composition. And, thirdly, to minimize
the number of adjustable parameters required to utilize the EOS at elevated pressure.

The EOS developed here is intended to account for the volumetric properties of
liquids whose structural configurations do not vary with pressure and temperature. In
the world of silicate melts, such liquids are hypothetical, as configurational changes in
the form of shifting coordination number of cations are an important consideration,
especially at elevated pressure. For real liquids that exhibit configurational changes,
utilization of the proposed EOS is facilitated by incorporating it into a thermodynamic
model for the Gibbs free energy of the liquid that explicitly accounts for the entropic
effects of the configuration. This approach is more theoretically sound and certainly
less cumbersome than an attempt to incorporate configurational effects into the EOS
directly. Although it may be argued that EOS parameters can be fitted for any given
bulk liquid composition to experimental volumetric data that implicitly incorporates
the effects of configurational variation, the difficulty arises when this approach is to be
utilized in a general parameterization that includes compositional variation. For
example, if the EOS parameters are taken to vary as a function of average coordination
number, which is itself a function of composition, then the parameters themselves can
not be calculated until after the equilibrium value of the average coordination number
is known. But this average coordination number cannot be known a priori. The
coordination number distribution can only be determined by computing homoge-
neous equilibrium for the system as a whole, and this calculation requires some
expression for the energy of the system that is minimal at the equilibrium configura-
tion. Any algorithm that establishes an ad hoc dependence of EOS parameters on
coordination number distribution will in general not be consistent with the equilib-
rium distribution resulting in the minimum of the configurational energy of the
system. The method illustrated in this paper, which decouples the EOS from the
configuration state, provides a simple and internally consistent way of modeling the
energetic features of the liquid.
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Appendix
The EOS form proposed in the body of the text is given by the expression

V !

V0,T " !V1,T " V0,T a"!P $ Pr" " "V2

2 " V1,T a " V0,T b#!P $ Pr"
2

1 " a !P $ Pr" " b !P $ Pr"
2 (A-1)
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where the parameters V0,T and V1,T are functions of temperature and composition, and a, b and V2 are
functions only of composition. The V computed in equation (A-1) is an extensive quantity, as are the
parameters V0,T , V1,T , and V2. Thermodynamic state functions are derived from equation (A-1) below.

Derived Derivative Quantities
Equation (A-1) may be differentiated with respect to temperature to give

'V
'T !

,V0,T " "'V1,T

'T " ,V0,T a#!P $ Pr" " "'V1,T

'T a " ,V0,T b#!P $ Pr"
2

1 " a !P $ Pr" " b !P $ Pr"
2 (A-2)

and utilizing the definition of the thermal coefficient of expansion,

,T,P !
1
V

'V
'T

equation (A-2) yields the model expression

,T,P !

,V0,T " "'V1,T

'T " ,V0,T a#(P $ Pr) " "'V1,T

'T a " ,V0,T b#!P $ Pr"
2

V0,T " !V1,T " V0,T a"!P $ Pr" " "V2

2 " V1,T a " V0,T b#!P $ Pr"
2

(A-3)

The limit of the right-hand-side of equations (A-2) and (A-3) as pressure tends toward infinity is

lim
P 3 1

'V
'T ! ,V0,T "

'V1,T

'T
a
b (A-4)

and

lim
P 3 1

,T,P !

,V0,T b "
'V1,T

'T a

V0,T b " V1,T a " V2
(A-5)

respectively. The temperature dependence of ,T,P is obtained from the definition by differentiation

',T,P

'T !
1
V

'2V
'T 2 $ ,T,P

2

where the second volume derivative is given by

'2V
'T 2 !

,2V0,T " "'2V1,T

'T 2 " ,2V0,T a#!P $ Pr" " "'2V1,T

'T 2 a " ,2V0,T b#!P $ Pr"
2

1 " a !P $ Pr" " b !P $ Pr"
2 (A-6)

that can be shown to have the following low and high-pressure limits

lim
P 3 Pr

'2V
'T 2 ! ,2V0,T ( 0 (A-7)

lim
P 3 1

'2V
'T 2 ! ,2V0,T "

'2V1,T

'T 2

a
b (A-8)

The pressure derivative of equation (A-1) is given by

'V
'P !

!V1,T " V0,T a " 2"V2

2 " V1,T a " V0,T b#!P $ Pr"$$ V .a " 2b !P $ Pr"/

1 " a !P $ Pr" " b !P $ Pr"
2 (A-9)

and, from the definition of the compressibility and the bulk modulus,
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- ! )
1
V

'V
'P , K !

1
-

K is given by

K ! )

V0,T " !V1,T " V0,T a"!P $ Pr" " "V2

2 " V1,T a " V0,T b#!P $ Pr"
2

!V1,T " V0,T a " 2"V2

2 " V1,T a " V0,T b#!P $ Pr"$$ V .a " 2b !P $ Pr"/

(A-10)

The following limits result from equation (A-10)

lim
P 3 1

K ! 1 (A-11)

lim
P 3 Pr

K ! )
V0,T

V1,T
(A-12)

The pressure derivative of the bulk modulus is given by

K# !
'K
'P !

V
'2V
'P 2

"'V
'P #2 $ 1 !

1
V K 2

'2V
'P 2 $ 1 (A-13)

which requires evaluation of the derivative

'2V
'P 2 !

!V2 " 2V1,T a " 2V0,T b" $ 2
'V
'P .a " 2b !P $ Pr"/ $ 2Vb

1 " a !P $ Pr" " b !P $ Pr"
2 (A-14)

The value of K # at the reference pressure,

lim
P 3 Pr

K# !
V0,TV2

!V1,T"2 $ 1 (A-15)

serves to provide a means of obtaining a numerical value of the parameter V2 given an estimate of K #

V2 !
!1 " K#Pr "!V1,T"2

V0,T
(A-16)

The derivative,

'2V
'T 'P !

!'V1,T

'T " ,V0,T a " 2"'V1,T

'T a " ,V0,T b#!P $ Pr"$$
'V
'T .a " 2b !P $ Pr"/

1 " a !P $ Pr" " b !P $ Pr"
2 (A-17)

may be used to estimate the effect of temperature on the bulk modulus

'K
'T ! K,T,P "

K 2

V
'2V

'T 'P (A-18)

or alternatively, the effect of temperature on the compressibility

'-

'T ! ),T,P - $
1
V

'2V
'T 'P (A-19)

or, the effect or pressure on the thermal coefficient of expansion

',T,P

'P !
'-

'T
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The first term on the right-hand-side of equation (A-18) is the “thermal pressure term” and is given by

K,T,P ! )

,V0,T " "'V1,T

'T " ,V0,T a#!P $ Pr" " "'V1,T

'T a " ,V0,T b#!P $ Pr"
2

!V1,T " V0,T a " 2"V2

2 " V1,T a " V0,T b#!P $ Pr"$$ V .a " 2b !P $ Pr"/

(A-20)

Note that equation (A-17) has the following high-pressure limit

lim
P 3 1

'2V
'T 'P ! 0 (A-21)

and that

lim
P 3 1

'-

'P !
lim

P 3 1

',T,P

'T ! 0 (A-22)

Derived Integral Quantities
The pressure contribution to the Gibbs free energy of a substance is given by the thermodynamic

relation

GT,P ! HT,Pr $ TST,Pr "(
Pr

P

VT dP (A-23)

The pressure integral in equation (A-23) can be evaluated analytically after substitution of equation (A-1).
Five cases may be developed.

Case: a % b % 0

(
Pr

P

V dP ! V0,T !P $ Pr" "
V1,T

2 !P $ Pr"
2 "

V2

3 !P $ Pr"
3 (A-24)

Case: a % 0

(
Pr

P

V dP ! "V0,T "
V2

2b #!P $ Pr" "
1
2b V1,T ln.1 " b !P $ Pr"

2/ $
V2

2b3/2 tan)1['b !P $ Pr"] (A-25)

Case: b % 0

(
Pr

P

V dP ! "V0,T $
V2

2a2 #!P $ Pr" "
1
2 "V1,T "

V2

2a #!P $ Pr"
2 "

V2

2a3 ln.1 " a !P $ Pr"/ (A-26)

Case: a2 ) 4b % 0

(
Pr

P

V dP ! !V0,T "
2
a "2V1,T "

V2

a #$!P $ Pr" "

4"V1,T "
V2

a #!P $ Pr"

a .2 " a !P $ Pr"/
$

4
a2 !3V1,T "

2V2

a $ln!1 "
a
2 !P $ Pr"$

(A-27)
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Case: a 2 ) 4b 8 0

(
Pr

P

V dP ! "V0,T "
a
b V1,T "

V2

2b #!P $ Pr" "
1
2b !V1,T"1 $

a 2

b #$
V2a
2b $ln.1 " a !P $ Pr" " b !P $ Pr"

2/

$
1
b !V1,T a "3 $

a 2

b #" V2"1 $
a 2

2b #$1
1

'a 2 $ 4b
tanh)1!'a 2 $ 4b !P $ Pr"

2 " a !P $ Pr"
$ a 2 $ 4b ( 0

1
'4b $ a 2 tan)1!'4b $ a 2 !P $ Pr"

2 " a !P $ Pr"
$ a 2 $ 4b ' 0

(A-28)

Note that in the last, most general case, the integral has two branches that depend on the sign of the quantity
a 2 ) 4b.

The pressure contribution to the entropy, enthalpy and heat capacity are given by differentiation of
equation (A-23) and substitution of appropriate thermodynamic identities. The following definitions

ST,P ! )
'GT,P

'T ! ST,Pr $
'

'T(
Pr

P

VT dP (A-29)

HT,P ! GT,P " TST,P ! HT,Pr "(
Pr

P

VT dP $ T
'

'T(
Pr

P

VT dP (A-30)

CpT,P ! T
'ST,P

'T ! CpT,Pr $ T
'2

'T 2 (
Pr

P

VT dP (A-31)

CvT,P ! CpT,P $ T,T,P
2 KV (A-32)

'CpT,P

'T !
'CpT,Pr

'T $
'2

'T 2 (
Pr

P

VT dP $ T
'3

'T 3 (
Pr

P

VT dP (A-33)

all depend on first and higher-order temperature derivatives of the volume integral. Taking the general case
(eq 28) as a model, the i th such derivative may be written

'i

'T i (
Pr

P

V dP ! ",iV0,T "
a
b

'iV1,T

'T i #!P $ Pr" "
'iV1,T

'T i

1
2b "1 $

a 2

b #ln.1 " a !P $ Pr" " b !P $ Pr"
2/

$
'iV1,T

'T i

a
b "3 $

a 2

b #1
1

'a 2 $ 4b
tanh)1!'a 2 $ 4b !P $ Pr"

2 " a !P $ Pr"
$ a 2 $ 4b ( 0

1
'4b $ a 2 tan)1!'4b $ a 2 !P $ Pr"

2 " a !P $ Pr"
$ a 2 $ 4b ' 0

(A-34)

Dependent Quantities
A number of thermodynamic relations and dependent quantities can be constructed from the above

relations. For comparison with other EOS formulations it might be instructive to examine the Grüneisen
parameter, defined as

9 !
,T,PKV

Cv (A-35)

or alternatively

9 !
,T,PKV

Cp $ T,T,P
2 KV

(A-36)

Substitution of definitions appropriate to the proposed EOS into equations (A-35) or (A-36) reveals that the
high pressure limit of the Grüneisen parameter is finite and is given by
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lim
P 3 1

9 ! )
2V1,T a " 2V0,T b " V2

2T "'V1,T

'T a " ,V0,T b# (A-37)

It should be possible to use equation (A-37) as a constraint on EOS model parameters if independent
experimental evidence is available that provides estimates of the Grüneisen parameter at elevated pressure.
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